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Abstract: In entrepreneurial ecosystems (EEs), geographical and contextual factors play a big role in
shaping the knowledge bases for digital innovation. While cities around the world compete to be
perceived as successful “tech startup hubs”, proactive urban strategies are needed to create knowledge
spillovers into EEs. This study explores the evolution of artificial intelligence (AI) knowledge practices
in the EEs of Berlin and Sydney by using knowledge-spillover theory of entrepreneurship. The
study utilizes a bibliometric analysis of secondary data in combination with exploratory stakeholder
interviews conducted for both cities. Findings underline the critical role of experimental knowledge in
driving the momentum of the EEs and the supporting role of policies imprinting knowledge practices.
The paper shows how the dynamics of EEs can be explored empirically and raises awareness of the
role of specialised and integrated policies in determining a city’s overall success in building EEs.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; knowledge-spillover theory of entrepreneurship; entrepreneurial
ecosystem; Berlin; Sydney

1. Introduction

Entrepreneurial ecosystems (EE) are “a set of interdependent actors and factors coor-
dinated in such a way that they enable productive entrepreneurship within a particular
territory” [1]. In EEs, all actors and their relationships influence both the formation of op-
portunities and their implementations [2,3]. The popularity of EEs comes from a systemic
view of entrepreneurship. However, to some degree, literature reviews on EEs point out
how studies focus on generic models of entrepreneurial activity while neglecting the role
of context [4,5]. Context is mostly considered by employing a proxy or control variables
without any more profound analyses of the cultural, social, and economic structures that
have a strong influence on the entrepreneurs’ action space and their actions [6]. On top
of this limitation, scholars have recently argued that digitisation is reducing spatial de-
pendence and that entrepreneurship is becoming much less of a local phenomenon [7].
This study joins the studies opposing this view by considering the local dimension to be
crucial for investigating entrepreneurship [8]. Based on this timely discussion, we aim
to unfold the practices around knowledge bases in an EE in a given region, choosing the
city as an observation area. Regional knowledge bases are the source for opportunities in
innovation and entrepreneurship [9]. The starting point for analysis is identifying actors
related to knowledge generation and diffusion that are critical elements of EEs in creating
opportunities [10]. This identification step necessitates the understanding of knowledge
bases and their dynamics at the city level.

This paper is guided by the knowledge-spillover theory of entrepreneurship to un-
derstand the dynamics of EEs [10]. This theory argues that EEs result from an unfolding
process that emerges in and through the diffusion of knowledge of a diverse set of agencies
in a geographically bounded region [11].
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Knowledge spillovers do not happen automatically [12]. Hence, it is essential to
expand the investigation of knowledge bases to determine the role of intervening or
supporting actors such as government or universities in the knowledge diffusion process.

Ecosystems provide processes through which entrepreneurs acquire resources, knowl-
edge, and support, increasing their competitive advantage and ability to scale up [13].
Considering the difficulties of understanding complex EEs empirically [8,13], this study
takes on the small, knowledge-intensive sub-system of artificial intelligence [AI] that is
part of the wider urban EE [14] and provides a detailed analysis for the cities of Berlin
and Sydney. AI, being one of the big disruptive technologies, refers to “a system’s ability
to interpret external data correctly, to learn from such data, and to use those learnings
to achieve specific goals and tasks through flexible adaptation” [15]. Being a general-
purpose technology, AI is expected to heavily influence new venture processes and to have
a profound impact on EEs by being a core source of opportunities to tap into [7,16,17].

In sum, this study aims to answer the following question: how does the interrela-
tionship between practices of policies and the AI knowledge bases in Berlin and Sydney
EEs evolve? To do so, we use a triangulation of diverse data sets collected for Berlin and
Sydney. Regarding the knowledge bases, we adapt our previous study’s assessment model
and collect data from secondary sources regarding academic output, intellectual property
(IP), and startup formation. We observe the evolution of three types of knowledge bases:
emerging, realised, and experimental [18]. The findings are summarised with an illustra-
tion of the evolution of the key actors and their activities over time to indicate the key
strengths and weaknesses both in Berlin and Sydney’s AI knowledge among the different
bases. Additionally, we analyse relevant policy papers documented by local governments
and conduct explorative expert interviews to identify the vision and supporting practices
of cities and provide additional insight into the data. By conducting these analytical steps,
we aim to generate critical information on the role of context in knowledge-intensive EEs,
supporting urban policymakers in their ambition to create frameworks for successful urban
startup landscapes.

This paper has six sections. After this introduction, Section 2 introduces a summary of
EEs as an unfolding practice and proposes an assessment model to observe the relationships
between policy and knowledge located in cities. Section 3 presents the mixed-methodology
approach and details the data collected from both secondary and primary sources. Section 4
presents the findings related to the practices of the AI EEs in Berlin and Sydney in a
comparative manner. We discuss the findings and their implications on theory and practice
in Section 5. The Section 6 concludes the paper by summarising the results, limitations of
the paper, and future research suggestions.

2. Background

The types of resources available in an EE and their flow within are considered the
deciding factors for the EE’s strength and ability to function [19]. Even though Spigel
and Harrison [19] cluster these resources under three categories (capital, people, and
knowledge), they propose to perceive EEs as ongoing processes through which start-
ups and scale-ups gain a competitive edge from their regional environments. Studies
increasingly try to focus on ecosystems as processes or practices where ecosystems are not
static but rather dynamic and evolve over time [11,19–21].

The need to understand processes in EEs might be addressed by drawing on the
knowledge-spillover theory of entrepreneurship [22,23]. This theory increases the im-
portance of one particular actor’s influence in a context: policymakers. By examining
the creation and spillover of knowledge, the theory points out how firm creation can be
regarded as an endogenous process in response to the availability of unused knowledge in
a region. Furthermore, a strategic perspective has been added to this theory by arguing
that a proactive strategy is needed at a macro level [24].

In the context of geography, there is an ongoing discussion on its importance for EEs.
On the one hand, a reduced role of geography is identified primarily due to the ubiquitous
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nature of digital technologies that reduce spatial dependence for entrepreneurs [7]. On the
other hand, studies in regional science and entrepreneurship literature indicate a strong
impact of regional effects [25,26]. As a unit of analysis, the city is widely adopted to
understand material attributes of a context [13]. There are numerous studies on city-level
entrepreneurial activities [27,28].

The literature on EEs complains about the complexities involved in a diverse set
of actors and different analysis levels and a multiplicity of factors in play. Thus, this
study aims to reduce complexity by focusing on a smaller but highly relevant sub-system
that is part of the wider EE [14,29]. We delineate a sub-system in an EE by choosing AI
as the field of knowledge and the city as the unit of geography. The focus on a single
domain of technology allows an in-depth assessment of knowledge bases by reducing
the complexity to a manageable degree. AI, as a technical expertise domain, represents a
source of knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship, meaning that AI has a high degree of
innovative knowledge intensity, exploiting innovative opportunities in diverse sectors [20].

By focusing on AI and city, the paper allows us to elaborate on the digital en-
trepreneurial ecosystem concept, which integrates the focal areas of the digital ecosystem
and entrepreneurial ecosystem by exploring the impact of policy practices on urban eco-
nomic development [30]. This delineation helps us include nuanced observations to
understand cities’ digital technology capacities and their potential impact on the city-level
entrepreneurial ecosystems.

For our study, we picked two cities to dive into empirically: Berlin and Sydney. Even
though they are geographically very far from each other, these two cities are located in
economically advanced countries and are regarded as major entrepreneurial hubs in their
countries according to international rankings. On a country level, as shown in Table 1,
Australia ranks higher than Germany on the overall health of the EE as captured by the
Global Entrepreneurship Index, which combines a range of data on aspects of a country’s
social and economic infrastructures with entrepreneurial attitudes of the population. Both
countries’ positions remain relatively stable over time. On a city level however, some
more significant moves can be observed. According to the Global Startup Ecosystem Re-
ports [31,32], which compares the competitiveness of the world’s biggest urban EEs across
categories including performance, funding, connectedness, market reach, knowledge, tal-
ent, and growth of ecosystem, Berlin performs better than Sydney and has improved its
position since 2012. Sydney’s entrepreneurial performance has been deteriorating in the
same period since 2012. This is why analysing these two cities could allow us to enrich
our understanding of how context affects the utilisation of knowledge bases in EEs by
conducting a comparative analysis.

Table 1. Rankings of Germany, Australia, Berlin, and Sydney in Entrepreneurship Indices.

Berlin Germany Sydney Australia

2012 2019 2011 2019 2012 2019 2011 2019

15/20 10/54 14/55 15/137 12/20 23/54 6/55 6/137
Sources: Country-level data from the Global Entrepreneurship Index 2011 [33] and 2019 [34] and city-level data
from the Global Startup Ecosystem Report 2012 [31] and 2019 [32].

In sum, we argue that the assessment of technical knowledge bases could provide a
good picture of the overall knowledge dynamics in a region. To complement this analysis,
we also offer the observation of local policies instrumental in shaping EEs where these
knowledge bases evolve. Only then can the dynamics of a knowledge-intensive EE become
evident.

3. Materials and Methods

Our research applies a mixed-method research design that combines bibliometric
analysis of secondary data with document analysis and qualitative interviews. The use of
multiple data sources can ensure the reliability of the study findings and reduce bias [35].
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Qualitative methods facilitate investigation of how people place meanings on a particular
phenomenon, process, structure, or setting [36]. Since qualitative methods allow researchers
to capture rich nuances of responses beyond surveys, they are widely used to obtain rich
data [37]. Figure 1 provides an overview of the research framework adopted and its key
elements. The applied mixed-method research design is used to analyse the AI practices
regarding the (1) knowledge bases and (2) policies in Berlin’s and Sydney’s EE.

Figure 1. Research framework.

Our research sits at the nexus of both the knowledge bases for AI technology, and the
related policy frameworks of the knowledge-intensive EE. Following the assessment model
developed earlier [18], this paper focuses on the three key knowledge bases to observe the
evolution of AI-based EEs: emerging, realised, and experimental. Each knowledge base
resides on a key ecosystem agent, namely researchers, inventors, and entrepreneurs. To
expand this model, we argue for including one new assessment: policy practices developed
by local authorities that set the vision and shape the supporting mechanisms for these three
key actors of EEs.

3.1. Analysis of Knowledge Bases

We analyse the knowledge bases of AI technology in both cities. To do this, we use
a bibliometric analysis of secondary data. Academic publications serve as a proxy for
the emerging knowledge, patents as a proxy for realised knowledge, and startup data as
a proxy for experimental knowledge [18]. In other words, these three actors’ practices
are captured through their actions regarding publications, patents, and entrepreneurial
activities [38–41].

3.1.1. Emerging Knowledge: Publications

For the analysis of academic publications in the field of AI, we used the Web of Science
Core Collection as a data source. As the world’s leading citation index for scientific and
scholarly research, the Web of Science is widely used for bibliometric analyses of academic
publications [42]. We used the subject categories [43]. The Web of Science features exactly
one category about AI, namely “Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence.” Following Gao
et al. [44], articles belonging to this subject category were used as a basis for our search.
Table 2 summarises our search strategy, including the focus on city and timespan. We
also ran a comparative country-based analysis for Germany and Australia as a whole by
removing the city-specific field (CI) from the search string below.
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Table 2. Search strategy for publications.
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3.1.2. Realised Knowledge: Patents

For the analysis of AI-related patents, we used the Patentscope database, which is run
by the World Intellectual Property Organization. The database contains patent applications
under the Patent Cooperation Treaty, patent documents from participating regional patent
offices, and patent documents from many national patent collections [45]. For the search,
we used a set of Cooperative Patent Classification [CPC] codes on AI, which was identified
for the Patentscope Artificial Intelligence Index as being adequate to be used independently
without using keywords [46]. A code-based approach can help overcome some limits of
keyword-based approaches given the size of the technological field and the not always
explicitly named relationship of a patent to the field [47]. We specified the search to the
required timeframe of 2000–2019 and the cities of Berlin and Sydney using field codes
as outlined in Table 3. We also ran a comparative country-based analysis for Germany
and Australia as a whole by removing the city-specific field (AAD) from the below search
string.

3.1.3. Experimental Knowledge: Startups

For the analysis of AI-related startups in both cities, we used Crunchbase as a data
source. Crunchbase is a commercial database on innovative companies and has already
been widely used by scholars to describe startup ecosystems from different angles [48]. We
followed Crunchbase’s search query on AI startups [49]. We refined the search by filtering
to the required timeframe of 2000–2019 and the cities of Berlin or Sydney. We also ran a
comparative country-based analysis for Germany and Australia. The search strategy is
summarised Table 4.
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Table 3. Search strategy for patents.
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Table 4. Search strategy for startups.

Field Operator Value

Funding Status includes any “Seed,” “Early Stage Venture,” “Late Stage Venture”

Industries includes any “Artificial Intelligence”

Operating Status equals “Active”

Founded Date between “2000” and “2019”

Headquarters Location includes any “Berlin” or “Sydney” or “Germany” or “Australia”

3.2. Analysis of EE Policy Practices

We analyse the two cities’ ecosystems’ policy practices to understand the role and level
of political influence on this knowledge landscape. We follow the lead of recent studies on
policies and the state’s role by using two data sources as proxy measures to reflect ongoing
intervening policy-based practices of local authorities [50,51]. We analyse policy documents
from both cities related to three focus areas: digital technology, the knowledge-intensive EE,
and the regional economic development. Additionally, we conduct interviews with experts
on the three focal areas of both cities to complement the analysed secondary data. The
aim was to help us overcome silos by understanding the interactions between knowledge
sources and exploring their interrelated dynamics. Therefore, we identified individuals in
both cities who could speak about the urban tech startup scenes from a holistic perspective.
They were able to identify and interpret possible connections and relations between the
knowledge sources and connect them to policy-making and economic development in their
city, allowing them to explore a new expert-based observational perspective on the existing
data [52].

3.2.1. Policy Documents

For both cities, we identified the three policy documents that best aligned with the
focus areas and described the cities’ policy agendas in those areas (see Table 5). Considering
its supplementary role in our mixed-method approach, we analysed the document using
a twofold iterative approach. We utilised a thematic analysis to recognise patterns and
emerging themes relevant to our research question [53]. Additionally, we applied the codes
identified in the interviews to integrate the data with our other findings [54].

Table 5. Overview of analysed policy documents.

Berlin
Focus Area Document Title/Code Reference

EE Startup Agenda/BD1 [55]
Digital Technology Digital Economy in Berlin/BD2 [56]

Economic Development Industrial City Berlin Masterplan 2018–2021/BD3 [57]
Sydney

Focus Area Document Title/Code Reference
EE Tech Startups Action Plan/SD1 [58]

Digital Technology Digital Strategy/SD2 [59]
Economic Development Economic Development Strategy/SD3 [60]

3.2.2. Interviews

For the explorative interviews, we chose a semi-structured design around themes,
which were developed concerning the research purpose [61]. While we offered the respon-
dents flexibility to steer the interview in the most meaningful direction, we focused on
the impacts of the urban environment and digital technology landscape. This approach
allowed for maintaining a logical flow of the interview, general comparability of the re-
sults, and ultimately identifying critical factors in the urban EE [62]. The guiding themes
during the interviews evolved around a description of unique characteristics of the city’s
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knowledge-intensive EE, its dynamics and historical evolution, the role of technology-
specific knowledge bases for its success, the role of policy and government actions as
contributing or inhibiting factors, and the EE’s contribution to the city’s broader success in
economic development.

To complement the collected secondary data in the best possible way, we identified the
right respondents by identifying a set of criteria for selection [62]. For this, we followed a
purposive sampling approach, which involves “identification and selection of individuals
or groups of individuals that are proficient and well-informed with a phenomenon of
interest” [63]. Based on the above-outlined themes and our focal areas, the criteria were
selected to be (a) strong knowledge of the city and its history and dynamics concerning
the EE and (b) as per the role description, a deep level of expertise in at least two of the
three focus areas. Exploratory studies need to ensure a wide range of organisations from
different sectors are covered to prevent overrepresentation of one particular sector. This
inclusivity concern is especially genuine for small samples such as in this study. Thus,
the participating experts for both Berlin and Sydney in this study were chosen to reflect
government, public institutions, and the private sector. Table 6 shows an overview of the
interviewees and their expertise in relation to our research methodology’s three focus areas.

Table 6. Overview of interviewee sample.
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Note: 1, Entrepreneurial Ecosystem; 2, Digital Technologies; 3, Economic Development.

Overall, we conducted eight semi-structured interviews. To ensure reliability, several
authors conducted interviews. Interviews were held between February and March 2019
and lasted for about 45 min. They were recorded, transcribed, and coded using standard
processes and software. The authors held frequent discussions and collaborated on the
transcription and coding processes to create an overlap between data collection and data
analysis.

4. Results

In this section, we describe the results of our analysis. First, we present the findings
from the bibliometric analysis of the knowledge bases, followed by the policy framework
analysis.

4.1. Knowledge Dynamics

Table 7 provides a first overview of the results from the two cities’ knowledge base
analysis within their national contexts.
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Table 7. Overall comparison of search result totals.
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using standard processes and software. The authors held frequent discussions and 

collaborated on the transcription and coding processes to create an overlap between data 

collection and data analysis.  

4. Results 

In this section, we describe the results of our analysis. First, we present the findings 

from the bibliometric analysis of the knowledge bases, followed by the policy 

framework analysis. 

4.1. Knowledge Dynamics 

Table 7 provides a first overview of the results from the two cities’ knowledge base 

analysis within their national contexts. 

Table 7. Overall comparison of search result totals. 

 Berlin Germany Ratio [%] Sydney Australia Ratio [%] 

Publications 914 11,018 8.3 1914 8330 23.0 

Patents 20 1515 1.3 17 159 10.7 

Startups  70 148 47.3 29 68 42.6 

Population 1  3,769,495 83,166,711 4.5 5,312,163 25,764,100 20.6 

Note: 1 Source is the Wikipedia articles for Berlin, Germany, Sydney, Australia (accessed on 12 

June 2020) 

On this level, the relative populations are taken into account, which allows us to 

derive some interesting observations. As both cities host several big research 

institutions, it is not surprising that they are responsible for a disproportionately high 

output of AI-related publications compared to the national population-based average. 

While this effect is more potent in Berlin, it is interesting to note that Sydney’s output is 

a lot bigger than Berlin’s in absolute and relative terms. The countries’ and cities’ 

performance flips when it comes to patents. Here Germany, as well as Berlin, 

Note: 1 Source is the Wikipedia articles for Berlin, Germany, Sydney, Australia (accessed on 12 June 2020).

On this level, the relative populations are taken into account, which allows us to derive
some interesting observations. As both cities host several big research institutions, it is
not surprising that they are responsible for a disproportionately high output of AI-related
publications compared to the national population-based average. While this effect is more
potent in Berlin, it is interesting to note that Sydney’s output is a lot bigger than Berlin’s
in absolute and relative terms. The countries’ and cities’ performance flips when it comes
to patents. Here Germany, as well as Berlin, outperforms Australia/Sydney. However,
both cities are underrepresented in patent output, which leads to the assumption that IP
(as opposed to publications) is generated mostly in big companies, which are not located
in capital cities. For startup numbers, both cities are heavily overrepresented in their
respective national contexts. The qualities of big cities seem to be an attraction factor for
startup ecosystems. It is also interesting to note that Berlin not only outperforms Sydney,
but also hosts more AI startups than Australia as a whole.

Figures 2 and 3 show the AI knowledge dynamics of Berlin and Sydney. The clear
drop in publication output in both cities in the mid-2000s aligns with the perception of
a low point of AI research—an “AI winter”—due to hyped up expectations during that
time [64]. After that, Sydney seems to enter into an “AI spring”, commencing a phase of fast
growth [65]. Looking at the number of startups over time, both cities show similar patterns
with higher absolute numbers in Berlin. Sydney’s case shows some correlation between
startups and publications, except for the last two years when publications continue to
increase, but startup numbers do not. Last, both cities show a recent decline in founded
startups. The relatively low overall numbers for patents also follow the AI winter pattern
in the mid-2000s.

Figure 2. AI knowledge dynamics—Berlin.
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Figure 3. AI knowledge dynamics—Sydney.

Having a closer look at the academic AI outputs, we can identify the strongest col-
laborating countries for Berlin and Sydney publications. Overall, Sydney shows a much
stronger pattern of international collaboration than Berlin. Specifically, China and the USA
are worth mentioning, connected to 36% and 13% of publications in Sydney, respectively.
For Berlin, there is no one country from which authors have collaborated on more than
10% of publications. The highest collaboration in Berlin seems to take place with American
co-authors, representing 9.7% of publications.

Based on our bibliometric analysis, we can provide a detailed overview of funding
bodies supporting publications in both cities (Table 8). The results reveal some interesting
connections. While funding of AI-related research form Berlin is mostly connected to
funding from home (Germany and the EU), the most significant funding body of research
from Sydney comes from China (with six out of the TOP10 funding bodies from China
having a share of 36%). More funding seems to come from Chinese than from Australian
bodies.

While strong international networks are generally seen as favourable, collaboration
and foreign funding at this level might lead to the assumption of IP being generated in
Sydney but not necessarily being commercialised there. The stronger domestic focus in
Berlin might explain the lower numbers of overall output and be interpreted as an enabler
for more local knowledge spillovers.

Additionally, universities are the backbone of research output. They hold the TOP3
positions in both cities, contributing to a publication share of 74% in Berlin and 93%
in Sydney alone. A strong university sector seems to be a prerequisite for knowledge
generation.

A final observation can be made about the size distribution of startups in both cities.
While almost 60% of Sydney’s startups employ less than 10 employees, this ratio is 47%
in Berlin. However, more strikingly, Sydney has no startups employing more than 100
employees; in Berlin, 6.3% of startups have more than 100 employees. Adding to the
finding that the overall number of startups is significantly higher in Berlin, there is also a
noticeable shift towards more prominent organisations. These data indicate a change in
the state of the EE, in which some startups have left the early stages of their development.
This evolution might increase a “critical mass” effect in the city, becoming an attraction
point for other startups and contributing to the EE’s organic growth.
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Table 8. Top Funding bodies.

Berlin Sydney

Funding Body # % Funding Body # %

German Research Foundation
(DFG) 114 12.47 National Natural Science

Foundation of China 434 22.68

Federal Ministry of Education
Research (BMBF) 47 5.14 Australian Research Council 426 22.26

European Union (EU) 26 2.85 National Basic Research
Program of China 84 4.39

National Natural Science
Foundation of China 26 2.85 Fundamental Research Funds

for the Central Universities 78 4.08

Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation 24 2.63 Australian Government 51 2.67

Austrian Science Fund (FWF) 14 1.53 China Postdoctoral Science
Foundation 43 2.25

European Community (EC) 14 1.53 National Science Foundation
(NSF) 40 2.09

Foundation Arc pour la
Recherche sur le Cancer 35 1.83

China Scholarship Council 30 1.57

Hong Kong Research Grants
Council 29 1.52

Note: Total number and percentage of the publications involved in above 1.5.

4.2. Policy Practices Related to EE

This section aligns with the discussions on treating EEs as relationships and spa-
tially bounded localised narratives [13,66,67]. By analysing the narratives from actors in
local EEs, two essential practices seem to help us understand how the AI-based EEs are
evolving in Berlin and Sydney: prioritising a smart city agenda and offering resources
for EEs. We summarise our findings from the interviews and government documents in
Tables 9 and 10.

Table 9. The role of government through the lens of policy documents and EE members.

Aspect Policy Document Interview Statements

Smart city
initiatives

We want Sydney to be a ‘smart city’—but
smart cities are not smart just because of

technology—they have smart governance
and empowered communities sharing

knowledge and intelligence about their city.
(SD2)

The smart city initiative in Berlin is more bottom-up and
organic. It is based on mobility technologies. (B1 and B4)

The government supports the smart city initiative in order to
support innovation, especially around waste management or

energy efficiency. (S4)

Government
tasks

The main tasks are infrastructure (such as
online city transactions), awareness,

education, city communication, regulations.
(SD3) (BD2)

The city government supports campus startups and hubs. (B1)
Sydney government plays and has always played a significant

role in developing the startup scene. The establishment of
Sydney Startup Hub is an example. (S2)

Connection of
digital strategy

with EE strategy

(No strong connection between digital and
EE policies.)

A strong connection in urban policy between tech startup
policy and digital development is seen as a success factor in

both cities, but not achieved yet. (S2 and B1)
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Table 10. The key city offerings through the lens of policy documents and EE members.

Aspect Policy Document Interview Statements

Human
capital

Berlin offers digital companies unique conditions that are
not found anywhere else in the world: highly skilled

professionals. (BD3)
The city of Sydney has to ensure residents and businesses
having the skills and infrastructure needed to participate

fully in the digital world. (SD2) (SD3)

Human capital is a significant advantage for Berlin.
It attracts talent because people feel well and the

quality of life in the city leads to attract tech startups.
(B2 and B3)

Startups are pushed by the university sector in
Sydney. (S2)

Local
knowledge
spillovers

The connection between startups and industry is a
strategic priority. (BD3)

The action item for the government is effectively
facilitating partnerships to maximise benefits. (SD2)

The lack of a corporate landscape in the city is a
challenge. There are silos between academia and

startups. (B2)
A challenge in Sydney is the lack of corporate R&D

and a focus on the sales market. (S4)

Funding
availability

Berlin is the European leader when it comes to VC
investments. (BD2)

Support technology entrepreneurs’ access to funding.
(SD1)

The availability of grants or VC money is not a factor
for people or come to Berlin. (B4)

The availability of funding in Sydney is an attraction
for startups. (S2)

Data
availability

A robust and comprehensive network in Berlin ensures
seamless internet communication

across all channels. (BD2)
The government should control activities associated with
city data collection, management, use, and release. (SD2)

By making city-related datasets available to startups,
the city can play a huge role in their success. (B1)

The city can act as a pilot customer for startup
outputs. (B1) (S1)

Quality of life

Berlin is a relatively young startup space, but now in line
with NY, Tel Aviv, and London.

The startup scene has become a deciding and
image-building economic factor. (BD1)

To attract talent and to nurture the talents of those who
already live in our local area, we need well-managed
urban environments with vibrant neighbourhoods,

high-quality digital infrastructure, and precincts that
attract clusters of talent to live and work. (SD2)

Berlin’s attractiveness and living conditions for
young entrepreneurs seem to be its biggest draw

card. Berlin is cool (tolerance, openness) and
relatively cheap to live in. (B1 and B2)

Sydney’s lifestyle is high but can be perceived as
detrimental to startup culture. The city is also costly.

(S1 and S2)

4.2.1. Drivers of City Policies: The “Smart City” Agenda

Table 9 summarises some findings from our document analysis and interviews. Local
governments perceive that their major tasks cover infrastructure [such as online city
transactions], awareness, education, city communication, and regulations. Interestingly,
both cities perceive becoming a “smart city” as an enabler and moving force for developing
the tech-startup scenes.

The analysis of policy documents points out multiple benefits of having a smart city
agenda at the city level. First, the local government becomes a customer, attracting startups
to develop innovations for its needs. Second, the local government invests in infrastructure
for data communication, improving conditions for digital startups. The local government
commits itself to building city-level databases that become a good source of input for
startups. Third, local government induces regulations such as data security and ethics
that help develop a safe work environment for startups. Fourth, a smart city is a famous
catchphrase to attract the city’s talent and build a popular brand name.

Giving priority to a “smart city” agenda might, however, cause two unexpected
outcomes. First, the local government’s focus on public services shapes the innovation
direction in the city. Our findings indicate that the top three startup industries in Berlin and
Sydney are the same: IT, software, and machine learning. For example, the City of Sydney
document puts forward an objective of the smart city as “simpler, clearer, faster and more
humane public services” (SD2). According to the interviewee S2, the strong connection
of Sydney’s EE to the government as its customer results in less disruptive technologies:
for example, the Internet of Things, which is a proven technology and demanded by
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government customers such as the transportation agency. In Berlin, B1 points out that
mobility technologies heavily determine the Berlin startup scene.

Second, being a smart city might dilute concentrated efforts in EEs. The local govern-
ment in Sydney assumes that the Digital Strategy and the Tech Startups Action Plan will
send positive signals towards talented and innovative people to settle in Sydney (SD2 and
SD3). However, these plans do not have any specific focus, such as blockchain or AI, but
instead emphasise building a smart city. This is why the plans might fail to have an articu-
lated and integrated action plan that could deliver an ecosystem’s specific technological
needs.

The involvement of city policies is one critical difference between Berlin and Sydney.
In Sydney, the government plays a significant role in developing a startup community. This
role is called a top-down approach by S2. On the other hand, in Berlin, the development of
startup companies is considered more of an organic process (B1).

4.2.2. Offering Resources for EE

Table 10 groups the resources a city could offer regarding the establishment and
growth of startups at the city level under five categories: human capital, local knowledge
spillovers, funding availability, data availability, and quality of life. These resources
look similar to many requirements discussed in the literature of creative and innovative
cities [68].

The Economic Development Strategy document (SD3) targets strengthening industry
clusters in Sydney. For example, the document reads: “The City will seek to encourage
innovation by continuing to build on and enhance the industry clusters within the city
to facilitate the exchange of tacit and explicit knowledge flows.” These industry clusters
are discussed mainly in line with the industry’s contribution to the economy. The finance
sector is the primary industry, accounting for 43% of the city economy in 2013. It is not
surprising to find that a significant customer of AI applications is the finance sector.

In contrast to Sydney, the Berlin government does not seem to have a focused industry
approach. While Fintech is emerging in Berlin, there is no overall industry focus to the
same extent in policy documents as in Sydney.

Sydney’s technology-based EE is evolving successfully in a domestic context, but
in international comparison, it is challenged by a lack of competitive culture and critical
mass [S4]. Berlin was lucky to have had early success, which resulted in reaching this
critical mass. It is also important to acknowledge the crucial role of the city’s attractiveness
and tolerant culture for this organic growth (B2). In a similar vein, the Digital Economy
document (BD2) reports that “Berlin is versatile, vibrant, international. English is spoken
in companies, used for the global market, and develops global thinking.”

Even though reaching a critical mass is one of the critical challenges, according to the
interviewees in Sydney, government documents (SD1 and SD3) emphasise the knowledge
spillover problem. These documents want to support localised cluster development by
enhancing connectivity and collaboration and spatial facilitation of innovation. In a way,
policymakers are aware of the importance of knowledge spillovers. Perhaps this has influ-
enced how the Technology Start-up Plan encourages building space where entrepreneurs
could meet and interact (SD1). Sydney’s local government responded to this advice by
opening the largest entrepreneurship accelerator in Australia in 2017, the Sydney Startup
Hub, located at the centre of the business district with a capacity of 2500 people.

In line with our previous findings, the knowledge spillover problem is pointed out
as a significant hindrance. B2 and B4 refer to the existence of silos between academia and
startups. At the same time, BD3 points to connecting startups and industry as a strategic
priority and the need for facilitating knowledge transfer to small and medium enterprises.

The success of startups depends not only on the local government, but also on the
collaborative environment with big companies operating in the local context. While in
Sydney, these connections are working (specifically for Fintech), the focus on tech activities’
remains with the big companies. In Berlin, however, there used to be a historical culture of
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disrupting business, rather than collaborating with existing incumbent firms or government
customers. However, Berlin startups seem to be slowly changing their attitudes towards a
more collaborative culture (B3).

Two significant sources have been mentioned in government documents in both cities:
money and data. Even though funding opportunities have been critical for startups, it
seems their role has been perceived much more critical for Sydney’s EE. Berlin interviewees
(B2 and B3) consider that the city’s attractiveness comes from other city benefits. This is
also mentioned in BD2: “The endless leisure activities, good food, cultural diversity and
people from around the world bring together lifestyle and work like no place else.” Even
though Berlin is the European leader in VC investments, the value is still nine times less
than what Silicon Valley attracts (BD1).

Regarding the data availability, government documents from both cities indicate how
the government could collect and share data at the city level and, by doing so, support
the development of technology startups and foster a digital economy. SD2 considers
government involvement in activities associated with city data collection, management,
use, and release as critical support for Sydney’s digital economy. SD1 argues specifically
that “Tech startups have the most significant impact on information-centric industries,
which tend to cluster in big cities. These industries include financial services, advertising,
marketing services, publishing, entertainment, real estate, and design. Sydney is no
exception.”

Sydney policymakers are aware of the role of the quality of life (SD3). They complain
about the increasing costs of living and doing business in Sydney. Coupled with poor
transportation and infrastructure, this is seen as a worrying trend and significant challenge.
S1 and S2 consider that Sydney beaches and lifestyle have been an attraction for people.
However, it has been disadvantageous for business due to the perception that people in
Sydney do not work hard but instead relax at the beach. In contrast, Berlin policymakers are
proud of their city’s attractiveness for talent and business. In BD2 the global attractiveness
of the city is shown as the main reason for the establishment of R&D centres in Berlin by
global leaders like SAP, Cisco, and Amazon.

5. Discussion

This paper explores the interrelationship between AI practices concerning policies and
the AI knowledge bases in Berlin’s and Sydney’s EEs over time. We use a triangulation of
diverse data sets collected for Berlin and Sydney to examine the dynamics of policies and
three knowledge bases: emerging, realising, and experimental. By following the knowledge-
spillover theory of entrepreneurship, we highlight the urgent need for a proactive urban
strategy to help knowledge spillovers for a well-defined set of strategic purposes such as
innovation and competitiveness at a macro level [24]. This proactive strategy is highly
customised by local authorities and EE actors and applied at the macro-level for the given
geographical jurisdictions.

Comparing practices taking place in two different EEs brings forward the critical role
of context in EEs. Even though international entrepreneurial indexes point out higher
rankings for Australia than Germany, city level comparisons for the specific sub-unit of
an EE around AI show that Berlin outperforms Sydney. However, more importantly,
the comparisons show the role of context at play. First, the existence of an emerging
knowledge base does not guarantee a commercialisation activity in a region. In other words,
emerging knowledge does not necessarily turn into realised or experimental knowledge.
This problem has been widely shown in the extant literature of the knowledge-spillover
theory of entrepreneurship. However, a discussion of the local content of the emerging
knowledge seems to be neglected. In Berlin, the origins of emerging knowledge rely more
on local sources than Sydney. Nevertheless, emerging knowledge has somewhat found its
way to startups even though Berlin’s local realised knowledge base (i.e., patents) has not
been strong. In Sydney’s case, the weak realised knowledge base and the comparatively
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internationalised emerging knowledge base have resulted in insufficient experimental
knowledge.

Second, policymakers in these two cities are highly interested in economic growth
through innovation and digital technologies. However, their policies mainly target the
experimental knowledge base. Both cities’ policymakers care about universities and
support their role as homes for startups at university campuses, but they do not offer
policies regarding knowledge spillovers. This negligence is particularly critical for Sydney,
since the reliance on external actors in developing emerging knowledge seems to generate
a critical hindrance in the knowledge spillover. Policymakers should realise their role in all
forms of knowledge bases to facilitate spillovers among these different forms.

Third, the Berlin and Sydney cases show that practices related to knowledge bases
and policy influence each other. It seems these interactions explain why experimental
knowledge in Berlin has reached a critical mass with different sizes of startups compared
to Sydney. Policy documents and interviews indicate how a smart city agenda and a
complementary resource offering shape EE practices. Sydney policymakers have adopted a
top-down approach policy and become a significant enabler for startups in addition to the
finance sector, the largest sector in Sydney. In contrast, Berlin policymakers have allowed a
bottom-approach and prioritised attracting talent and large companies to Berlin.

5.1. Implications for Theory

Our findings contribute to the entrepreneurship literature in several ways. First, we
add knowledge to the understanding of EE dynamics in geographically bounded regions.
As shown in the analysis of the small and knowledge-intensive sub-system of AI in Berlin
and Sydney, the practices evolve differently for emerging, realised, and experimental
knowledge bases. These nuanced discussions on knowledge bases allow us to compare
two cities empirically. Thus, our paper’s research framework could be applicable to other
cities to shed light on the interactions between policies and knowledge bases. Second, we
compare the dynamics of knowledge-based EEs in two cities by including the narratives
of EEs at the policy level as popularised in recent work [50]. Our study highlights how
observations from policy documents point out the gaps in integrating policies and strategies.
Third, our findings present empirical data supporting studies emphasising the importance
of the local dimension in entrepreneurship [8]. Finally, using the lens of the knowledge-
spillover theory of entrepreneurship allows to observe how the existence of local industries
plays a key role in utilising emerging knowledge and turning it into realised knowledge,
encouraging opportunities for experimental knowledge.

5.2. Implications for Practice

Our paper offers a practice-based approach to study knowledge-intensive EEs. There
are two significant implications for practice. First, actors involved in AI knowledge bases
need to find ways of overcoming barriers to spillovers. Second, policymakers should
be aware of the role of specialised and integrated policies in determining a city’s overall
success in building EEs. We argue that policymakers need to integrate a diverse set of
economic, technological, and entrepreneurial policies to establish a successful EE around AI.
The key seems to be building a knowledge system where spillovers occur among different
actors, universities, companies, startups, and government organisations. A focused and
integrated effort around AI knowledge bases nurtures the whole ecosystem, e.g., university
courses can be designed around the focal theme, providing custom-tailored graduates for
local employers in industry and academia.

Interestingly, both cities have not referred to their existing technological capacities.
In Berlin’s case, this shortcoming does not seem to impact the dynamics of knowledge
bases since its technological capacities are mainly local. However, in Sydney, policymakers
have missed detecting the city’s overreliance on external partners and funds for generating
emerging knowledge over the years. A better understanding of the dynamics of city-
level knowledge bases and potentials could be a crucial building block to align economic,
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entrepreneurial, and technology strategies. This assumption is based on the concept of
technological relatedness, whereby new and even disruptive industries build on existing
local technological knowledge bases [69]. Therefore, our suggestion is first to identify the
city’s technological capacities to supply critical information such as the city’s technological
strengths, the evolution of the city’s technological base over time, and key actors in each
technology field. Building on the identified technological strengths, entrepreneurial and
technology strategy can be aligned in a second step and a roadmap towards a successful
AI-EE can be developed.

6. Conclusions

This paper responds to the calls for exploring the role of context for EEs [4,11]. By
drawing on the knowledge-spillover theory of entrepreneurship, we studied two cities’
practices around AI knowledge bases and EE-related policies and highlighted the critical
role of local environment.

In particular, we highlight the need for a proactive urban strategy to help knowledge
spillovers for a well-defined set of strategic purposes such as innovation and competitive-
ness at a macro level [24]. This proactive strategy is highly customised by local authorities
and EE actors and applied at the macro-level for the given geographical jurisdictions, re-
spectively Berlin and Sydney. Furthermore, we encourage policy makers and entrepreneurs
to rethink the city-level strategies in relation to knowledge spillovers. The findings high-
light that cities can utilise their local knowledge, ranging from emerging and realised to
experimental, in local markets effectively only if they succeed in integrating their policies
at the macro level.

Some limitations should be mentioned regarding this research study, which might
create future opportunities for researchers. First, we did not include the views of all
types of actors belonging to an EE. For the sake of providing first exploratory insights
on an ecosystem level in relation to impacts on policy making, we did not interview
venture capitalists or individual entrepreneurs in our study. Future studies might expand
the investigation to consider the visions and practices in delivering financial capital as
well as a number of individual experiences of entrepreneurs. Second, we conducted
four interviews in both cities. The main focus was on the policy documents, but we
wanted to validate our readings of these documents with people involved in the process.
Researchers might broaden the investigation of the EE narratives by including more diverse
sets of documents representing many features of EE, such as the finance and education
sectors. Third, our study is based on proxy metrics for the assessment of three knowledge
bases. There are different ways to gather those data, and more consideration can be
given to distinguishing between codified and tacit elements of knowledge bases [39].
By including our exploratory interviews, we have attempted to access those more tacit
elements of knowledge through face-to-face interactions. Finally, the study compares two
cities from two advanced economies. It could be an interesting research topic to explore
cities from developing countries and apply our paper’s research design. Once we have
further empirical evidence, we will be in a situation to propose a theoretical framework to
advance the knowledge-spillover theory of entrepreneurship to understand EEs.
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